FASHIONABLE GIFT-GIVING.

Mrs. Waters looked round at the five-dollar bill lying on the lady's lap, almost on her breast. In the first place, there was the note to be bought for the gift; it would take the whole of the day for them alone, to bio anything of the other things. Clearly, they must be given up, and she had been promising for so long a time to pig them. Then, there was the scarf for Clara, and the for economic reasons, she must pair the two. They had been given up, and she had been promising for so long a time to Pig them.

"For Clara, I will give her a scarf," she said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Clara something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Clara warm in the winter.

"For Kitty, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Kitty something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Kitty warm in the winter.

"For Mary, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mary something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mary warm in the winter.

"For Johnny, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Johnny something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Johnny warm in the winter.

"For Martha, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Martha something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Martha warm in the winter.

"For Mrs. Jones, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mrs. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mrs. Jones warm in the winter.

"For Mr. Jones, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mr. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mr. Jones warm in the winter.

"For the baby, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give the baby something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep the baby warm in the winter.

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give everyone something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on scarves that were made of special materials that would keep everyone warm in the winter.

"For Johnny, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Johnny something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Johnny warm in the winter.

"For Martha, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Martha something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Martha warm in the winter.

"For Mrs. Jones, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mrs. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mrs. Jones warm in the winter.

"For Mr. Jones, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mr. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mr. Jones warm in the winter.

"For the baby, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give the baby something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep the baby warm in the winter.

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give everyone something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on scarves that were made of special materials that would keep everyone warm in the winter.

"For Johnny, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Johnny something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Johnny warm in the winter.

"For Martha, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Martha something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Martha warm in the winter.

"For Mrs. Jones, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mrs. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mrs. Jones warm in the winter.

"For Mr. Jones, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mr. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mr. Jones warm in the winter.

"For the baby, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give the baby something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep the baby warm in the winter.

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give everyone something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on scarves that were made of special materials that would keep everyone warm in the winter.

"For Johnny, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Johnny something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Johnny warm in the winter.

"For Martha, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Martha something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Martha warm in the winter.

"For Mrs. Jones, I will give her a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give her a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."

Mrs. Waters had given a great deal of thought to the scarf. She wanted to give Mrs. Jones something that would be useful. She had searched through the catalogues, and had finally decided on a scarf that was made of a special material that would keep Mrs. Jones warm in the winter.

"For Mr. Jones, I will give him a scarf," Mrs. Waters said, after a moment's thought. "I'll give him a scarf, too; but the scarf must be something that will be useful, and not just an ornament."
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